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INTRODUCTION

--

--

--

--

_

--

_

--

Schools participating
in the National School Lunch Program receive two forms
of Federal support from the U.S. Department of Agriculture -- (1) cash subsidies and (2)
donated agricultural
commodities
purchased
under price support and surplus removal
legislation.
During Federal Year 1982 schools in the National School Lunch Program
served 6.2 billion meals and received
Federal cash support of $2.2 billion and donated
commodities worth $760 million.
What would happen if the Federal system of distributing
agricultural
commodities through the national,
School Lunch Program was replaced by an alternative
system
which gives schools more of a say over which foods are purchased?
How would national
agricultural
markets be affected?
How would the foods used in school lunches be
affected?
What would happen to the costs of running the school lunch program?
These
and other related questions were posed by Congress when it mandated a demonstration
project as part of the 1981 Appropriations
Bill for Agriculture,
Rural Development,
and
Related Agencies (Public Law 96-_28).
This report stems from an evaluation of that demonstration
project.
The evaluation provides information
to help Congress and the U.S. Department
of Agriculture
decide whether the current program of distributing
price-supported
and surplus agricultural commodities
to schools participating
in the national School, Lunch Program should
be replaced with one of two alternatives.
The first alternative
provides schools with
cash equivalent to the value of the donated commodities
to which they are entitled and
allows them to use that cash to buy whatever
foods they wish for use in the National,
School Lunch Program.
The second alternative
provides schools with an equivalent
value
of "commodity
letters of credit, H which direct schools to purchase particular
classes of
food items identified by the Department
of Agriculture.
Although the evaluation
has not focused directly on the role that State Distribution Agencies play in the commodity
program,
information
on selected
operations
of
SDAs has been gathered.
This report describes the operations of State Distribution
Agencies in four selected areas: (1) the relationship between the commodity program
and the National School Lunch Program, (2) storage of commodities, (3) transportation
of
commodities, and (4) commodity processing. The informationpresented here is not
intended as an evaluation of State Distibution Agencies. Rather, it should enhance our
understanding of the differences and similarities in commodity operations across the 29
states with School Food Authorities participating in the Evaluation of Alternatives to
Commodity Donation in the National School Lunch Program.
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ARIZONA

The Food Distribution
Program
the Arizona Department
of Education.
nutrition programs in the state, except
the Elderly.
--

_

_

--

is located in the Food and Nutrition division of
This division has responsibility
for all food and
the cash portion of the Nutrition Programs for

All shipments of USDA commodities are delivered to one contracted warehouse
in Phoenix.
A private carrier under contract to the state agency transports commodities
to 600 drop sites across the state.
The state bills school districts
monthly for combined
storage and transportation.
There is a uniform charge of 51.90 per case shipped; this is
25_ per case less than in 5Y82-83.
Agency staff estimate
that approximately
half of the
charge is for transportation:
.8g per case for dry and refrigerated
commodities,
51.01
per case for frozen foods.
Two types of processing
contracts
are used in Arizona.
School districts
can
negotiate
individual
contracts
with processors;
these must then be approved by the
SDA. Last year, 19 school districts
initiated such contracts.
The state agency also contracts with processors,
though there are only two such contracts
this year compared with
12 last year. This is largely a consequence
of National Commodity Processing.
In the
past, Arizona had problems
finding processors
and occasionally
received
no bids for
processing
contracts.
Processors
showed little interest because of the small size of the
program.
Since the state was mainly interested
in the processing
of bonus commodities,
NCP has meant that the state could get out of the processing business.
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ARKANSAS

--

_

_

--

--

--

--

_

--

._

--

The administering
agency for all food donation programs is the Social Services
Division of the Arkansas Department
of Human Services.
The NSLP is administered
by
the Department
of Education.
There appears to be a moderate
amount of cooperation
between the two agencies.
The majority of shipments of commodities to the State are by rail, although
some also come by truck. The items most likely to come by truck are meats and poultry
(including most shipments of frozen chicken), and cheese (about 40 percent of these
shipments).
All dry commodities
are shipped to the state-operated
warehouse
in North
Little Rock.
Frozen or refrigerated
commodities
are shipped to two commercial
warehouses, both in Little Rock. Dry storage space also is available at one of the commercial
warehouses.
It is used less often than the dry storage at the state-operated
warehouse.
Storage arrangements
have remained the same over the last two years, but the amount of
storage space used has increased dramatically
because of the increased donations to the
Needy Families Program.
The SDA pays all storage and handling charges and does not pass on any portion
of the charges to school districts.
State-leased
warehouse space costs $1.38 a square
foot per year.
Storage costs for commercial
dry storage are 17_ per cwt per month.
Cooler space at one commercial
storage facility costs 04¢ per cwt per month and 42¢ at
the second.
Rates for freezer space vary by product, but average about 57{ per cwt per
month.
In addition,
there are one-time handling costs for commercial
storage.
For dry
goods, the handling cost is 46_ per cwt.
For cooler storage,
the costs are 52¢ at one
facility, and 58g at the other.
Handling charges for frozen foods average 53¢ per cwt.
There are no handling charge at the state-operated
warehouse.
The SDA is responsible
for transporting
the donated commodities
from the three
warehouses
in Little Rock to 92 drop-off points, or sub-agents.
A sub-agent
is usually a
school or school district that receives donated commodities
for up to seven or eight
districts.
Some, however, receive commodities
for only their own school or a few
neighboring schools.
The sub-agents
usually have warehouses or similar unloading sites.
Surrounding
school districts
from a maximum distance
of 25 miles must come to their
respective
sub-agents to pick up their share of the commodities.
The sub-agents are not
compensated
by the SDA; however, they may, at their option, charge other schools for
unloading the commodities.
Shipments to the sub-agents are always by truck, never by rail. The SDA owns
two heavy trucks, but also has a hauling contract
with a commercial
freight distributor.
The trucking company hauls the commodities;
loading and unloading are done by the
warehouse staff at either end.

--

Between
25 and 30 schools in the Pulaski County area (furthest
distance,
35
miles) pick up their own commodities
from the warehouses
in Little Rock. Most of them
use their own trucks; many use school buses.
These districts choose to pick up their
commodities
from the state warehouses;
they could also arrange to pick up their
commodities
at a Stop-off point.

--
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Deliveries
to sub-agents
are made twice each month:
once for frozen
commodities
and once for dry commodities.
Some of the larger districts require a third
delivery.
Frozen and dry commodities
are rarely delivered on the same truck, although it
sometimes happens at the beginning and end of the school year, when some schoolsare
not yet open or already closed. The SFAs get an invoice with each shipment, listing
commodities.
School districts are not charged for transportation of commodities.
It
costs the state $19 per stop and $1.50 per mile.

--

Two years ago the state began to initiateprocessing agreements.
The
agreements are a joint effort between the SDA and the school districts.
A Processing
Advisory Committee,
which consists of seven food service supervisors,
an industry
representative,
a distributor,
a state
nutritionist
and the Administrator
of the
Commodity
Distribution
Section, develop all state-initiated
processing agreements.
In
SYg3-g4, there were fiveactivestate-initiated
processingagreements. Early in SYg4gS,sixagreements had alreadybeen approved and threemore were pending. Inaddition,
a few school districts in the state had initiated their own processing agreements for
poultry.

--

4
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CALIFORNIA

--

The Food Distribution
Program in California
is lodged in the Office of Surplus
Property within the Division of Child Development and Nutrition Services of the State
Department
of Education.
The Administrator
of the Commodities
Section is a trained
budget analyst who came to the Commodities
section
13 years ago from the State
Department
of Finance.
Commodities are delivered by truck and railcar to three drop points in the
state--Pomona,
Los Angeles and Sacramento.
Dry storage is in two state-managed
leased warehouses
in Pomona and Sacramento.
The Sacramento
warehouse also provides
refrigerator
storage.
The state has two contracts
for commercial
cold storage--one
in
Los Angeles and one in Sacramento.

_-

--

--

_

--

--

About 50 percent of deliveries are made by commercial
trucks whenever a full
truckload can go to a single location.
About J0 percent of deliveries are made by statemaintained
trucks to small agencies,
or into the Sierras or the desert
in inclement
weather--all
trips that commercial
truckers are unwilling to make. Deliveries are made
six times a year to year-round
institutions;
five times a year to traditional
school year
institutions.
One cold and one dry delivery is made to each agency--to
the doorstep, in
the case of small agencies; or to school district warehouses.
Summer camps or small
agencies can arrange to pick up from the state warehouse, although this is disruptive.
An
LEA can request that a shipload be held for pickup by a processor, or can request
delivery to a processor,
The state agency charges school districts $3.00 per case for storage, handling
and transportation
of commodities.
This charge includes some state administrative
costs. Where commodities
are shipped directly to processors,
school districts pay $1.00
per case to cover handling and administrative
costs.
In School Year 1983-84 the state
gave a refund to SFAs to cover overcharges
in past years.
The state agency has master processing contracts
with close to [00 processors.
School districts
can order foods under the master contracts.
This works well for larger
school districts
with more than 750 ADP.
Because small districts
have difficulty
ordering
from processors
under master contracts,
the state has its own processing
contracts
for items such as pizza and burritos.
These foods are shipped to the state
warehouses
and small school districts
order directly
from the state.
The state has strict
accountability
standards
for processors--all
processors
are audited
by the state.
Processing
plants are inspected and yield is validated
once a year.
Agency staff are
unenthusiastic
about NCP because they feel accountability
standards are lower.
They
feel school districts
are confused about NCP products and manufacturers,
and that
federal agency communications
have not been helpful.
Because there is so much
processing activity
in California,
NCP processors
may have less interest in the state.

5
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COLORADO

The Commodity .Distribution
Program in Colorado is run by the Donated Foods
Unit of the Division of Food Assistance in the State Department of Social Services.

...

Commodities
are delivered
by truck and rail to leased warehouses
in Denver and
Grand Junction and directly to the Jefferson County (Denver) and Grand Junction School
Districts.
One warehouse in Denver provides storage for dry, frozen and refrigerated
commodities.
Two warehouses in Grand Junction provide dry storage.
School districts
are charged 51_ per case per month for storage and handling of all types of commodities,
and receive monthly invoices.
In addition to the 5le per case charge, storage and handllng costs are subsidized
by the state from state general funds.
Colorado
has a dual
delivery system; school districts
can elect to pick up commodities
or can use commercial
truckers.
In the latter case, which covers about 60 percent of school districts,
the state
sets the rate schedule, school districts choose the carrier and pay the carrier directly.

--

The state has five master processing contracts
under which school districts can
order pasta, pizzas, burritos, bread, cookies and crackers.
School districts are also using
NCP products.

--

6
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CONNECTICUT

The Food Distribution
Program in Connecticut
is run by the Administrator
of
Federal
Donated
Foods in the Bureau of Purchasing,
Department
of Administrative
Services.
The program is organizationally
separate from the NSLP which is in the
Department
of Education.

--

--

_

"

--

_

Food is delivered
to the state
by truck and railcar
and stored in leased
warehouses.
The state has one contract
for storage and transportation
of dry commodities and, through this contract,
subcontracted
storage for refrigerated
and frozen foods.
Storage and handling charges are billed to school districts
by the state on a per case
basis. Storage and handling charges are $1.20 per case per month for dry storage and
$1.70 for frozen and refrigerated
foods.
Food is shipped to schools by truck monthly,
usually in the same week each month.
The state bills schools monthly for storage and
delivery of commodities,
although the transportation
is carried out by the storage contractor.
Delivery charges are $2.29 per cwt plus a minimum delivery charge of $15.00.
The invoice indicating
delivery of goods arrives with the commodities,
is signed by the
recipient at the school district to acknowledge completeness of delivery and then sent to
the SDA. The SDA then bills the school district.
While commodities
are shipped to large processors in carload lots directly from
USDA, some small processors
receive truck deliveries
from state warehouses;
in this case
they pay the same delivery charges as schools.
The FDP initiates
all processing
contracts.
Processors
are selected
under a
competitive
system in which the state draws up a processing
agreement
and asks five or
six potential
processors
for bids. Some 47 processing
contracts
currently
exist for all
types of products including cheese, pizza, fish, turkeys, pasta, and ice cream.
The SDA
has informed school districts
about National Commodity
Processing
through newsletters
and has distributed
registration
cards from USDA. It has had little or no effect on state
processing agreements.
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FLORIDA

--

--

_

--

_

--

--

The food donation programs in Florida are administered
by the Department
of
Health and Rehabilitative
Services.
It is located in Jacksonville.
The National School
Lunch Program is administered
by the Department
of Education and is located in
Tallahassee.
Thus, the two programs
are administratively
and physically
separated.
There appears to be a moderate amount of cooperation
between the two programs.
Commodities
go directly from suppliers by truck or railcar to one of five drop
points in the state.
These include four private warehouses (1 in Miami, I in Jacksonville,
and 2 in central Florida in Lake Wales and Leesburg).
At the fifth drop point, which
serves the Panhandle
region of the state, there is no warehouse;
food is delivered
to a
rail siding for pickup.
While food is shipped from USDA directly to food processors, all
SFAs and other outlets are responsible
for picking up commodities
from the warehouses
and the railcar siding. The state does not arrange delivery and owns no trucks or cars.
Because Florida is a large state with relatively
few storage locations, some SFAs have
long rides to pick up food.
The current warehouse
locations, however, are less
centralized
now than a few years ago, when all the warehouses
were located in Miami,
3acksonville,
and Tampa.
The state covers the storage charges for the first72 hours after delivery. If
schools do not pick up their foods within 72 hours, the schools pay the additional storage
charges.
(In addition, the state pays any storage charges for excess food not used by the
school districts.)
The storage charges paid by the state vary across the four
warehouses.
Two of the warehouses charge the same rates:
for frozen, cooler and dry
foods respectively,
storagecostsper cwt are 50_, 40_,and 14_. Handling charges are
55_ per cwt for frozen, 45_ for cooler, and 37_ for dry. These two warehouses charge an
additional 17¢ per cwt for unloading boxcars. At a third warehouse, the charges for
cooler and frozen storage are 72_ per cwt for storage and 77_ for handling.
Additional
charges of $2.75 are levied for each trar{sfer from each lot and $1.30 foreach
delivery
from each lot.
School districts have the choice of picking up the foods themselves or arranging
with commercial
carriers for delivery.
In the latter case, the carrier bills the school
district directly for transportation
charges.
Currently all processing agreements
in the state outside of NCP are stateinitiated.
Approximately
50 state agreements are in effect.
School districts are allowed
to initiate their own processing
agreements, with state approval, but no school-initiated
contracts
currently
are operating.
Two years ago, the situation was totally reversed,
with no direct state processing
contracts
and SFAs doing their own contracting.

--
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GEORGIA

--

The Food Distribution
and National School Lunch Programs
are both administered by the Georgia State Department
of Education's
Office of Administrative
Services. Within the Office of School Food Services, the units which work together in administering the FDP and NStP are the Food Distribution Unit and the School Food Services
Unit. The organizational
structure
appears to be highly integrated.
Currently, donated commodities
coming into Georgia are delivered to one of 10
commercially-owned
warehouses
located across the state.
These commercial
distributors
are responsible for storing and transporting
the foods, for which they bill the SFAs
directly.
All of the warehouses
accept dry, refrigerated
and frozen foods.

_

--

_

--

_

--

The amount
that SFAs pay for storage and delivery
is set in the distributor's
contract,
which is negotiated
annually by the state.
The cost to school districts
varies by
region.
Schools are charged on a per case basis, with a single charge for storage and
delivery.
Foods are delivered either to an individual school kitchen (90 percent of the
deliveries)
or to a school district
warehouse.
Costs to schools are lower if delivery is
made to a central school district
warehouse.
The average per case price for storage and
delivery ranges from $1.15 to $1.25, if food is delivered to the school. Prices range from
84¢ to $1.05 if food is delivered to a school warehouse.
The current system in Georgia represents a change.
In the past, donated commodities arrived in Georgia by railcar at about 05 dropoff sites. SFAs were then responsible for picking up their foods at the railcars.
This system was replaced because it was
inefficient
and costly.
The deregulation
of the transportation
industry in particularly
appears to have increased the costs of the railcar system of commodity delivery.
All commodity
processing
in the state
occurs through
SDA-established
agreements.
There is little participation
in NCP; the state encourages the use of state
processing agreements
rather than NCP. SFAs are allowed to enter into agreements
on
their own, with SDA approval.
Currently,
however, no SFA-initiated
agreements
are in
effect.
About 18 state processing agreements
are being used.

9
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iDAHO

--

The Food Distribution
Program is part of the School Food Services division,
located in the State Department
of Education.
The FDP is administratively
responsible
to the Supervisor of Finance.
It is handled by the same division that administers all
school nutrition
programs
including
the NSLP, SBP, CCFP,
and Summer
Feeding
Program.

--

All donated commodities
are stored in a single private warehouse
in Nampa.
The SDA contracts
with one delivery
service
to deliver all commodities
to school
districts.
Deliveries
are made monthly, from August or September
through April.
The
shipper charges one flat rate--S1.80
per case delivered.
This charge covers storage and
transportation
costs, i.e., the storage amount is embedded in the transportation
fee. The
SDA bills school districts
by issuing a copy of its own bill of lading to each recipient
agency.

--

--

_

--

--

The fees charged to eligible outlets are put into a revolving fund. This fund,
kept separately
from state and federal
funds, is used to pay all transportation
and
warehouse bills.
The SDA tries to keep the balance of this fund at the size of
approximately
four months' worth of expenditures.
During the 1981-82 year, due to a
decrease in transportation
costs, the balance in this account was too high. As a result,
the SDA only charged school districts
for about half of the deliveries,
in an attempt
to
lower the fund balance.
Idaho only recently has gotten involved in processing.
The state currently has
about five active processing
agreements.
School districts
are not allowed to develop
their own agreements,
implementation
of NCP has not prompted the state to discontinue
any existing processing agreements
because NCP funding is temporary.

l0
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ILLINOIS

Grants

_

--

--

--

The Food Distribution
in the State Department

Program
is in the Department
of Federal
and
of Education, which also administers the NSLP.

State

The SDA contracts
out receipt, storage and delivery of all donated commodities
and has little involvement
in the program beyond allocating commodities
to schools.
Commodities
are shipped to two warehouses--one
in Granite
City and the o_er
in
Chicago (City of Chicago public Schools).
Once a month, the state sends out a requisition form for school systems to complete,
adjusting their allocation
downward if they so
desire, and designating
delivery points.
The data from the form is entered
into a computer which prints it out in the form of a routing manifest
for the warehouse/trucker.
The manifest becomes the weigh bill and schools pay the contractor
directly for storage
and transportation.
Rates charged the schools are part of a 5-year state contract which
contains price escalators.
In October 1984 rates were $4.68/cwt
for dry, $6.19/cwt
[or
refrigerated
and $7.2_/cwt
for frozen foods and were expected
to rise about 1._ percent
in December.
In [983, the state had approximately
one dozen statewide
contracts
to process
flour, cheese and oil. None of these were renewed last summer. The state has publicized
NCP and now any agreements outside NCP must be initiated by school districts.
While
some districts have contracts to process and/or repackage meats and poultry, there is
active use of NCP.
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IOWA

--

'-

--

--

The Department
of Public Instruction
administers
the food distribution
programs in Iowa through its Child Nutrition
Programs Division (CNPD).
The National
School Lunch Program,
together
with other commodity-eligible
programs,
is under the
authority of CNPD.
These programs include summer feeding programs, summer camps,
and nutrition programs for the elderly.
Since all food distribution programs are administered by the same agency, operations are completely
integrated.
Commodities
delivery points, located
leased under a single
unloaded by warehouse
ible by CNPD for both

The contract
held by CNPD with these three warehouse
agencies is unique in
that it transfers
responsibility
for the commodity
distribution
process from the state to
the warehouses.
Each warehouse
has responsibility
for commodities
for its own geographical area of eligible outlets.
The major responsibilities
assumed by the warehouses
include the following:
·

The warehouses are held responsible for the quantity and quality
of commodities
delivered to the state.

·

Since the contract
is for warehouse services (not for warehouse
space), each warehouse is responsible for storing its share of
commodities,
even if it must rent extra space at its own expense
to do so.

·

The warehouses are responsible for insuring commodities
against
loss or damage until they are signed for on delivery to eligible
outlets.
[f commodities reach the state in damaged condition,
warehouse
personnel
are responsible
for repacking
to salvage
what they can.

·

The warehouses
are
specifically
requested

_

--

--

--

are delivered to the state by truck and railcar to three warehouse
at Omaha, Des Moines, and Iowa City. All three warehouses are
private
contract.
When commodities
reach the state, they are
personnel who are expected to keep a tally and are held responsthequantity
and condition of the foods at delivery.

responsible
times.

for delivery

to local

outlets

at

Commodities are held in the warehouses and delivered directly to school districts by warehouse-owned
or -leased trucks.
One drop point is designated
for each
school district.
Generally,
delivery is made to school districts
six to eight times a year.
School districts may call the warehouse (collect) and specify an exact day when they will
have people available
for unloading; the warehouse
is expected
to arrange
delivery as
requested.
Storage and transportation costs are paid by the SFAs. The state negotiated
with the warehouses the amounts that schools can be charged.
The warehouse company
then bills the schools upon delivery.
The invoice at delivery bills for storage,
handling
and transportation.
Current storage costs are _3_ per cwt for frozen foods, 38_ per cwt

12
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for refrigerated
food, and 10.5_ per case for dry foods.
charges are 8g¢ per unit (i.e., per bag or case).

--

Handling

and transportation

Processing
of commodities
had never taken place in Iowa before 1982. At that
time, the state began to initiate some processing agreements.
Since the advent of NCP,
however, most of the state contracts
have been dropped.
Competition
with NCP caused
a decrease in activity
for the state contracts.
School districts are allowed to initiate
their own agreements,
subject to regional
approval,
and there are currently
some active
school-initiated
agreements.

13
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LOUISIANA

--

--

.-

-

_

--

--

_

_

"

The administeringagency for the Food Distribution
Program inLouisianaisthe
Bureau of Food and Nutrition Services in the State Department of Education. The
Bureau of Food and Nutrition Services is divided into three sections:
(1) Food Distribution, (2) Finance, and (3) Child Nutrition Programs.
The Food Distribution
Section is
responsible
for distributing
donated commodities
to all eligible outlets, including school
food authorities
(64parishschooldistricts,
2 citysch_l systems,and 37 privateor parochialschoolsor schoolsystems),charitableinstitutions,
statecorrectionalinstitutions,
summer food serviceprograms, childcare centers,summer camps, and nutritionprograms for the elderly.
Having the SDA and NSLP in the same agency and the same
bureau results in a high level of cooperation
between the two staffs in this state.
Donated commodities
coming into the state are delivered to one of five cornmercial warehouses or to the one state-leased
warehouse. The state is divided into eight
Governor's planning districts defined by the constitution
of the state (as of 1974) and,
consequently,
there is close to one warehouse per planning district.
In addition, cornmodities are direct shipped to two recipientagencies: the Orleans diocese and the state
penitentiaryat Angola. The Orleans diocesereceivesitscommodities directlypartly
because itisso largeand partlybecause the state'scontractwith thecommercial warehouse in New Orleansspecifiesthatcommodities willbe stored forpublicschoolsonly.
Commodities are delivered to the warehouses by railcar or truck. There is no consistent
difference
by type of commodity;
however,
canned goods typically
arrive by rail and
meats by truck.
The State absorbs all storage and handling costs. The state's contracts
with the
commercial
warehouses
are awarded through a competitive
bidding procedure for each
planning district.
The lowest bidder in each planning district is awarded the contract; if
there is no bidder from the planning district, then the award goes to the lowest bidder in
an adjacent district.
The contracts
between the warehouses and the state are not to
lease a certain amount of space but to guarantee
storage for USDA-donated
commodities
on an as-needed
basis. That is, the warehouse has to come up with the space, even if it
means paying for the transportation
to another warehouse.
The bidders are given an estimate of the number of cases to be stored, but this is just to ensure comparability
for bidding purposes.
The charge for storage space is by case, not by hundredweight.
The
state-leased
warehouse
is leased by the Department
of Education
from an individual.
The only operating costs allocated to the Food Distribution
Program are maintenance
of
forklifts,
utilities, and miscellaneous
supplies.
In addition, the warehouse staff are on
the Food Distribution Program payroll.
The SDA owns one heavy truck and seven refrigerated
trucks which are used to
transport
commodities
from the warehouses
to school districts.
Basically, they provide
the delivery service to all school districts that request it; there is no charge and no eligibility requirement.
The state delivers to over 70 percent of the school districts.
About a
third of the SFAs prefer to pick up the commodities
themselves,
either to have more
control over when they receive them, or because they do not have the central storage
facilities
to take a truckload at a time. The SDA does not reimburse SFAs for picking up

14
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commodities.
There is no railside delivery in this state; thus, except in cases of redonation, ail pick-ups are at one of the warehouses.
--

--

_

SFAs are invoiced by the first Of each month for the commodities they wili be
delivered or should pick up during that month.
In addition to the SFA copies, there are
copies for the warehousers,
the truck drivers, and the SDA files. One monthly invoice
covers all types of commodities.
When the SDA's drivers receive their copies of the
invoices, they contact
the SFAs to set up a specific date, either morning or evening, for
delivery.
SFAs who pick up their own commodities
know they can get them when they
get their invoices and usually can count on the commodities actually being there during
the month specified.
In Louisiana, all processing
agreements
are established
by the SDA and not by
individual SFAs. However, the SDA will only enter into an agreement that has been
requested by at least one recipient
SFA. This is to make ensure that the SDA only makes
contracts
with processors
that SFAs want to do business with. There are no state-initiated processing agreements.
In SY'82 there were 12 approved processing
agreements
initiated by the SFAs. In that year, about two thirds of the school districts
participated
in processing
agreements
at some time during the year.
The advent of NCP has meant
that no processing agreements
are initiated with companies that now fall under NCP.
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MAINE
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--

_

--

_

The Food Distribution
Program (FDP) in Maine is run by the Director of the
Donated Commodity Program in the Department
of Educational and Cultural Services.
The NSLP is in the same department
and is supervised by the director
of School
Nutrition.
Areas of interaction between the FDP and NSLP are standard.
Ninety percent
of all commodities
are delivered
to Maine by railcar; the rest
are delivered by truck.
The food goes to two warehouses in Portland--one
warehouse for
dry goods and the other for refrigerated
or frozen foods. (A third warehouse
in Bangor
was dropped because of their rates.)
The state delivers the commodities
to nearly all of the school districts.
Although school districts have the option to pick up commodities
from state warehouses,
very few school districts
do so. Deliveries
are made to approximately
300 satellite
points for schools.
(Deliveries
are also made to 120 institutional
programs and 47 child
care food programs.)
The FDP Director uses a number of major and smaller truckers
to
deliver commodities.
He will hold onto commodities until there is a sufficient volume
(between four and eight items) to make a delivery worthwhile.
Interested
carriers
propose a tariff.
If their rate is lower than the current carrier, the state changes to the
new firm.
School districts
pay in full for all handling, storage and delivery charges upon
receipt
of the commodities
from the commercial
carrier.
The school district
pays
charges to the carrier who, in turn, reimburses
the warehouses.
Thus, the state does not
get involved in warehousing
or delivery charges--school
districts
pay these costs
directly.
Current rates for dry goods are lq. Se per case for handling and 5.8¢ per case
for storage per 30 days.
Rates for refrigerated
food are 37_ per case for handling, and
26¢ per case for storage per 30 days. School districts are billed 30 days from the date of
delivery of the donated
foods.
Although school districts
are responsible
for storage
costs, the state sometime
uses excess funds to help cover storage charges
(around
$10,000 per year).
Processing
contracts
are set up at the state level.
Eleven contracts
were in
effect for 1981-82.
Nine are in effect in fall i98¢. State agreements
have been dropped
if there is an overlapping NCP agreement.
About half of Maine's school districts buy
processed foods, but not all of the state is covered by processors; i.e., not all school
districts
have the opportunity
to participate.
School districts
sometimes
initiate
their
own processing agreements,
primarily to get rid of excess food.
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MICHIGAN
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for
the
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The Food Distribution
Program is located
in the Food and Nutrition Section of
State Department
of Education which administers
the NSLP as well as food programs
charitable institutions,
state correctional
institutions, summer camps, the CCFP and
CSFP. Almost 800 school systems and G00 other eligible institutions
participate
in
programs.

Shipments of USDA commodities
are delivered by truck and rail to six contracted
warehouses
in Iron Mountain,
Boyne City, Holland, Lansing, Kalamazoo
and
Detroit.
All the warehouses
receive dry, refrigerated
and frozen foods. Contracts
with
the state cover the rates charged to schools for storage and delivery.
Warehouses
arrange for delivery of commodities
to schools and bill school districts directly.
Current
rates are $.02/1b. for dry, $.04¢/1b. for refrigerated
and $.05/1b. for frozen commodities.
This charge covers all handling costs; there is no state subsidy.
Deliveries
and
billings are monthly.
Two types of processing agreements
are used in Michigan, in addition to NCP.
State contracts for the processing of oils, grains and bonus dairy commodities accounts
for about 3 percent of the processing contracts.
The actual number of these contracts
fell from ten to five with the advent of NCP.
/he state no longer contracts
for pizza,
leaving it to NCP. School. districts are free to develop their own agreements with processors and there are about 300 processing
agreements
in force, many for processing
or
repackaging
meat and poultry products.
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MINNESOTA

-

_

The Child Nutrition Section within the State Department
of Education administers the National School Lunch Program as part of the overall Food Distribution
Program (FDP).
Programs
participating
in the FDP include public and private schools,
charitable
institutions,
state correctional
institutions,
summer feeding programs,
the
Child Care Food Program, summer camps, and nutrition programs for the elderly.
Since
all these programs are administered by the same agency, there is good program coordination.
Donated commodities
are delivered by both truck and railcar to three warehouses.
Two are in Minneapolis,
and they handle about 70 percent
of the commodity
food. One of the Minneapolis warehouses is for dry storage and the other is for frozen
storage.
The third is in Duluth, and it handles 30 percent of the food. The Duluth warehouse takes dry and frozen foods. All are state-contracted
warehouses. The state pays
all storage and handling costs, which they estimate
to be 5.2¢ per pound.

--

--

_

In the past, the state also took responsibility
for delivery of commodities
to the
schools.
Currently,
all deliveries
are made by two Private trucking lines.
The state
negotiates contracts
with trucking firms on a yearly basis. The schools pay transportation costs, and are billed directly by the private trucking lines. Statewide transportation
costs are 3.5_ per pound.
Currently
there are no state-initiated
processing
agreements
in Minnesota.
School districts can and do initiate their own processing agreements,
which have to be
approved by the state.
Two years ago, there were 12 processing agreements
initiated
by
school districts.
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NEVADA
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--

_

Nevada's Food Distribution
Program is located in the Purchasing Division of the
State Department
of General Services.
In addition to distributing
commodities
to
schools, the Purchasing
Division is the administering
agency for all other food programs
in the state.
The National School Lunch Program is administered
by the State Department of Education and there is limited interaction
between staff of the two programs.
Shipments of USDA commodities
are delivered by truck and rail to two warehouses in Las Vegas and one in Reno. Two of the three are state-operated;
one provides
any storage; the other provides dry and refrigerator
storage.
The one commercial warehouse provides refrigerator
storage.
The state absorbs storage costs; schools are billed
for service and handling and delivery of commodities.
State trucks deliver commodities to 45 drop points in the state. Deliveries are
made monthly to small school districts,
and biweekly to the Clark and Washoe School districts.
School districts
are billed service and handling fees of $1.75/case
for dry and
$2.25/case for frozen and refrigerated
commodities.
The state has twelve statewide
processing contracts
primarily for bonus dairy
commodities.
Clark and Washoe, the two large school districts
in the state, have their
own processing agreements for bonus commodities, meat and poultry. Smaller school districts are using NCP.
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NEW JERSEY
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_

_

-

--

_

--

The State Distributing Agency in New 3ersey is the Food Distribution Section of
the Division of Markets, State Department of Agriculture.
Very little coordination exists
between the SDA and other agencies associated with programs for which the SDA has
food distribution responsibility.
The relationship between the SDA and the New 3ersey
SDE (the agency administering
the NSLP), is such that the SDE provides data on school
district attendance and on student participation
and reimbursement;
provides SDE nutritionists who monitor food value; and designs and distributes preference surveys.
This
information
enables the SDA to determine how many children are to be fed and what to
feed them.
Donated commodities are delivered by truck loads and/or railcar loads to one of
four commercial warehouses leased by the New 3ersey SDA. One warehouse is located in
Vineland, New 3ersey; two are located
in Port Newark, New 2ersey; and a fourth is'
located in Newark.
Currently,
frozen and dry foods are stored at more than one warehouse.
Future plans call for consolidating
freezer storage and dry storage.
The four
warehouses currently
used represent
an increase in storage space from the two warehousesleasedin5Y82.
School districts are required, without exception, to pick up their monthly orders
from a designated warehouse.
This they do with a variety of vehicles:
automobiles,
station wagons, pickups, rental trucks and common carriers are ail used. Approximately
50 percent of the districts in New 3ersey own their own trucks or other vehicles; the
other 50 percent contract with commercial truckers for pickup of commodities.
Because
the use of many kinds of vehicles is expensive and inefficient
and causes problems for
warehouse staff, the SDA has been encouraging school districts to enter into agreements
with each other to combine pickups when using commercial carriers.
School districts are
charged 5 percent of the commercial
(market) value of the foods picked up at the
warehouse.
New 3ersey is heavily involved in processing commodity foods.
The SDA
currently has 35 processing agreements
in effect.
In SY83, they had _5 agreements.
The
decrease
is attributable
to the fact that processors,
especially
small contractors,
were
not turning out the quantities needed in good time. It was taking too long for these small
contractors
to use up a truckload of commodities.
Further, the same amount of
paperwork
was required
in dealing with small processors as with the larger, more
efficient processors.
The 35 processing
1.

--

--

--

agreements

represent

three

types of contracts:

Bulk Processing.
This processing occurs with items which are
offered in large quantities such as turkeys. The SDA is able to
get a better price than districts could because of the volume of
the order. Turkeys are shipped directly to the processor by USDA
and once processed are housed at one of New 3ersey's two warehouses.
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2.

Direct Shipment.
This agreement
refers to commodities
which
are direct shipped to processors.
Types of commodities
processed
under this category include, for example, flour and cheese used to
make pizza.
Processors
or distributors
contact school districts
themselves and offer their pizza at a discounted price (full cost
less the value of the commodity contained
in the pizza).

3.

_

Hunting Licenses.
In this type of processing, a processor
approaches
the 5DA with an idea for processing a USDA commodity. The New Jersey SDA approves his proposal. He then goes
from district to district with his proposal.
If a school district
decides
to use this processor,
the processor
must pick up the
commodity from the district and convert it. The maximum price
he can charge for his service for a given commodity conversionis
published by the state.
All food service directors
have a copy of
this listing.
Hunting licenses are generally used in the processing
of small quantities of commodities, and are initiated by the
SFAs.
The state is least involved with this type of processing
because of the difficulty
in monitoring adherence
to yield and
quantity guidelines.

--
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NEW YORK
m

-_

The Bureau of Donated Foods in the Office of General Services (OGS) within the
Executive
Department
is responsible
for the Food Distribution
Program (FDP) in New
York. The NSLP is administered
by the Bureau of School Food Management
and Nutrition in the Education Department.
The Directors of the FDP and the NSLP hold
organizationally
equal positions--they
are both bureau chiefs.
There is no direct coordination between the FDP and the NSLP. The NSLP Director sits on the FDP Advisory
Council,

_

Commodity donation for the NSLP was moved out of the Education Department
and joined with the rest of the FDP in the OGS in the mid-1970s.
Because the program
then had its own bureau chief and all food distribution
programs were concentrated
in the
same bureau, the program has become a strong one. OGS administers
the FDP for the
NSLP, charitable
institutions
and state correctional
institutions
(these two are run as a
single program),
summer programs and summer camps.
OGS also runs the cheese program for needy families and distributes
bonus food to the CCFP and the elderly
programs.

-

New York receives both truck and railcar deliveries of commodities.
The food
is delivered to a processor or to one of the ten regional warehouses that work under contract to New York.
The state owns no storage facilities.
Space is not [eased; rather,
New York pays for only what is used on a hundredweight
basis.
Warehouses expand or
contract the space used by the FDP as inventories expand and shrink.

--

--

_

--

--

--

SFAs are responsible for picking up all commodities
at one of the ten regional
warehouses.
When the SFA places an order (monthly), the SDA sends back a notice of
how much can be picked up, where and when. Each SFA has a pickup day that is the
same every month. On the assigned pickup day the SFA is responsible for picking up all
of its month's allotment.
Schools are charged
for handling and storage once annually, at the end of the
year.
Schools are charged on the basis of a 'unit cost,' which is determined
by dividing
the total bill for the state by the total units of food actually distributed to all school districts (regardless
of whether
the food is dry, refrigerated
or frozen).
An individual
school's costs are then determined by multiplying
this unit cost by the number of units
received by the SFA.
New York has 115 master processing contracts.
Most are written on a regional
basis, so they are not state-wide.
The SDA tells the SFAs in each region what master
contracts have been signed, and then the SFAs use riders off the master to make their
own arrangements
for buying products directly from the processor.
School districts
do
not initiate their own agreements
but can make recommendations
to the state.
Although
some school districts
participate
in NCP, the state discourages
participation
and is
actively protecting
its state contractors.
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The School Food Service Division in the Ohio Department
of Education
is
for all aspects
of the school food program
as well as for commodity
to approximately
8_0 other recipient agencies.

Shipments of USDA commodities
are delivered to nine contracted
warehouses
in
Cleveland, Toledo, Dayton, Cincinnati,
Columbus, Ganesville,
3ackson, Canton and
Youngstown. The warehouses bill the state agency for storage and handling of commodities and the state passes on storage and handling charges of $1.20 per case to school districts.
School districts
are notified of commodity
availability
five times a year and are
allowed two weeks to pick up their entitlement.
School districts may pick up commodities themselves
or contract
for delivery_ neither the state agency nor the warehouses
assume any responsibility
for delivery.
Where school districts have processing contracts,
the SDA arranges direct shipment by USDA to the processor.
Two types of processing contracts are used in Ohio. School districts can negotiate individual contracts
with processors_ these must then be approved by the SDA.
There are approximately
one hundred such contracts in existence to process or repackage
a wide range of commodities,
but particularly
meats and poultry.
The greatest
use is for
preplated meals. The state agency also contracts annually with processors, though state
processing contracts are down from 26 last year to about a dozen this year. With the
advent of NCP, the state terminated statewide agreements with out-of-state
companies. For those commodities processed under statewide agreements, the state sends SFAs
lists of products available and their prices.
SFAs order directly from the processor and
pay a discounted
price.
Processors
provide quarterly
reports of SFA purchases
to the
state agency.
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PENNSYLVANIA
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--

The Food Distribution
Program inPennsylvaniaisadministeredby the Bureau of
Government
Donated
Foods within the State Department
of Agriculture.
The Bureau
distributes
commodities
to all programs
receiving
donated
foods.
While the primary
recipients
of donated foods are school districts
participating
in the National
School
Lunch Program,
the bureau
also distributes
food to charitable
institutions,
state
correctional
institutions,
service institutions
participating
in Summer Food Service
Programs for Children, summer camps, child care centers (Child Care Food Program) and
Nutritional Programs for the Elderly.
There is little coordination
between the Bureao of
Government
Donated Foods and the agencies administering
the NSLP and other programs
receiving donated foods. The Division of Food and Nutrition Services, which administers
the NSLP and CCFP,
sends the average
daily participation
figures
necessary
for
calculating
the entitlement
of donated foods to the Bureau.
Donated
commodities
are delivered
to the state
by both rail and truck.
Commodities
come to one of three warehouses located in Scranton, York and Hatfield.
The warehouse space is leased by the State.
Warehouse charges are, however, paid by
the schools.
Warehouses bill the schools directly
for storage and handling.
The state
negotiates contracts
with warehouses every three years.

--

Schools have two weeks to pick up donated commodities.
Schools must call the
warehouse to schedule an appointment
for pick-up.
If they have a problem in picking up
the food in the specified time period, a few days grace may be granted, or they may
arrange with the warehouse to have the food stored, at their expense.
Schools use a
variety of methods to pick up the food, including sending school district vehicles or using
commercial
delivery services.

--

Schools are billed by the warehouse at the time of pick-up for the donated
commodities.
They are charged a flat charge per case, depending on whether it is a dry,
refrigerated
or frozen product.
This flat charge, established
in conjunction with the
SDA, covers all storage and warehouse
fees. The SDA is not responsible
for payment of
storage on any USDA-donated
foods.
The warehouse
is responsible
for billing and
collecting funds from the school district.

_

_

--

--

--

The SDA established
134 processing agreements
for schools during the 1983-84
school year. They expect to have as many or more for the 1984-85 school year. The SDA
does not process any food prior to delivery to the school districts.
They have, however,
established
many agreements
which allow schools to have donated commodities
processed.
About 90 percent of the schools process some of the donated commodities.
The SDA does not actively solicit processors to enter into agreements,
lhose
processors interested in working with the schools contact the SDA, who then checks to
make sure the company has a good reputation and that there are a sufficient
number of
eligible outlets interested
in purchasing that company's product.
There are no SFAinitiated agreements in the state.
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SOUTH
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_.

CAROLINA

The Food Distribution
and National School Lunch Programs
in South Carolina
are both administered
by the Office of School Food Services, State Department
of
Education.
The programs
are perceived
as one and operate
from the same budget.
Activities
are combined and administering
the NSLP includes all functions of food
distribution as well.
The commodity
foods for South Carolina are delivered to 10 drop points.
Three
of the drop points are state agencies (2 in Columbia and I in Clinton), and the remaining
7 are commercial
warehouses.
Three of the warehouses
are out-of-state
(2 in North
Carolina and I in Georgia).
The commercial
warehouses
are responsible
for all storage
and delivery of commodity
foods for the School Lunch Program.
All deliveries are made
by truck to individual school kitchens.
The commercial
distributors
bill the schools
directly.
Fees for each distribution
region are determined
in advance.
Distributors
charge SFAs a predetermined
flat rate per case or bag for storage and delivery.
Costs
range from 94¢ to $1.25 per case or bag, depending on the region.
The current system of storing and transporting
commodity
foods in the state
represents a change.
Previously,
all food was delivered to up to 15 rail or truck stops;
the SFAs were responsible
for pick up, which had to take place within 24 hours of
delivery.
All commodity
processing in South Carolina outside NCP is carried out under
agreements
entered into by the SDE. SFAs do not enter into any processing
agreements
on their own. At the beginning of sYgt_-85, 9 state-initiated
processing agreements
are
in effect.
No school-initiated
agreements
exist.
This represents
a decrease since SY8384, when there were 14 active agreements.
The decrease appears in part to be the result
of NCP, which has reduced activity
under some of the state processing agreements.
The
policy in the state is to encourage use of processing agreements.
If a state agreement
exists, schools are encouraged to use it rather than an NCP agreement.
If no state
processing agreement
exists, the schools are encouraged
to use NCP.
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SOUTH DAKOTA

The Food Distribution
Program in South Dakota is administered by Child and
Adult Nutrition Services (CANS). This same agency administers all FNS programs in the
state, including NSLP and other donated commodity
programs.
The agency is part of the
Division of Elementary
and Secondary Education
in the State Department
of Education
and Cultural
Affairs.

_

--

_

--

--

--

South Dakota has one warehouse (in Sioux Falls) into which all commodities
come and from which all are shipped. The warehouse receives both truck and railcar
shipments.
The warehouse space is leased under a competitively
bid contract,
where the
contractor
takes responsibility
for a number of'problems,
such as spoilage and damage,
late shipments,
demurrage,
and non-payment
of charges by outlets who must pay. For
public schools, all storage costs are paid by the state, while private schools pay their own
costs.
The commercial
warehouse
company
bills the state for storage
for the public
schools and bills the private schools directly.
Current storage charges are $1.46 per cwt
per day for refrigerated
and frozen foods and $1.25 per cwt per day for dry foods.
In
addition, there is a handling charge of 48.5¢ per cwt for all types of foods.
The commodity
foods are delivered by a commercial
carrier under a separate
competitively
bid contract
(although at present the same carrier has both contracts
for
storage and delivery).
The contract
provides for two rates, one for dry foods and one for
frozen or refrigerated
foods, for each county in the state.
Again, for public schools, all
delivery costs are paid by the state, using its state matching funds from NSLP. Private
schools receive foods from the same shipper, at the same rates, but COD. Delivery costs
vary by county and range from $7 to $%05 per cwt.
South Dakota has limited involvement
with processing
of commodity
foods.
Currently the state has only two processing agreements,
both state-initiated.
School
districts
are free to develop their own agreements,
but rarely have done so. The few
school-initiated
contracts
have been for bread-baking.
The two currently
active
contracts
are a decrease
from five in SY83-84.
The decrease
is attributed
to lack of
activity.
Schools in the state do not participate
extensively
in NCP.
[n fact, most
processing companies do not distribute
in the state.
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TENNESSEE
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All food distribution programs in Tennessee are administered by the Commodity
Distribution
Section in the Tennessee Department
of Agriculture.
The Commodity
Distribution
Section
is located
within the Commodities
Marketing
Division, which is
under the Commissioner
of Agriculture.
Commodities
are distributed
to 164 public
school districts (including both county and city school systems) and to 56 private schools
or parochial school systems.
Commodities
are also' distributed
to charitable
institutions,
state correctional
institutions,
summer food service programs, child care centers,
summer camps, and NPEs. Needy families received cheese in the TEFAP Program.
In the past, commodities were delivered into the state to eight rail sidings,
school districts
were responsible
for arranging
for their own transportation
commodities
from these delivery points.
The SDA had no warehouse space.
In
current
system,
the state
rents warehouse
space from private
vendors,
who
responsible for storage,
handling and delivery of the commodities.
The vendors bill
schools for these costs.

and
of
the
are
the

The vendors bill the school systems directly for storage and delivery. Rates are
set by each vendor individually.
Current costs range from a low of 89{ per case for all
items to $1.19 per case for all items. Schools are billed on a monthly basis.
There are currently
nine drop points for commodities
in the state--six
private
warehouses
and three large school districts
that receive goods directly.
The warehouses
each serve a different
zone of the state.
They are located
in Parish (West), Lebanon
(South), Cookeville
(East of Nashville),
Johnson City (Upper East), Smyina (Chattanooga
area), and Bowling Green, Kentucky
(North Middle).
The three school districts
that
receive
directly
are Knoxville, Chattanooga,
and Memphis.
The warehouses
store the
commodities and arrange for delivery to the schools. More than half of the deliveries are
made directly to individual school kitchens.
School systems can opt for delivery to satellite points in the district.
It is estimated
that deliveries are made to over 1,500 schools.
Before NCP, the state initiated processing agreements.
In SY'82-83, there were
18 processing agreements
initiated
by the state on behalf of the schools.
Currently,
there are no state processing agreements
because of overlap with NCP agreements.
School districts are allowed to initiate their own agreements, but only a handful of such
agreements
are active.
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TEXAS
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The Food Distribution
Program
in Texas is administered
by a division of the
State Department
of Human Resources
that also has responsibility
for NET and Child
Nutrition.
There is no significant
involvement
with the Texas Education Agency in
commodity distribution.
The commodity
foods are distributed
through
12 regional
warehouses,
plus
direct shipments to seven large school districts,
and to the State Department
of
Corrections and the State Mental Health Department.
The seven school districts include
Houston, Dallas, San Antonio, Austin, Ft. Worth, Aldane, and Spring Branch. The institutional drops are in Huntsville and San Antonio.
In the case of deliveries directly to
school districts
or institutions,
there are no storage charges.
The state contracts
with
the 11 commercial
warehouses and rents one warehouse.
(The State used to rent two
warehouses,
but the lease expired on one and it is no longer available to the state.)
[n
the case of the commercial
warehouses,
the SDA negotiates
contracts
that establish
storage rates.
Schools are then billed directly
by the warehouses
on a monthly basis.
The rates charged by warehouses vary by region, as well as by type of food. The table
below provides examples of a range of costs from four of the commercial
warehouses.

--

WarehouseI
Warehouse 2
Warehouse 3
Warehouse #

--

StorageCharges
(per cwt for 30 days)
Dry
Cold
Cool

HandlingCharges
(per cwo
Dry
Cold
Cool

30¢
40_
25_
#5¢

50¢
45¢
30¢
45¢

84¢
1.50
75¢
55_

74¢
1.20
o,5¢
_6(_

50¢
70¢
1.54
57¢

50¢
70¢
30¢
56¢

The exception is the state warehouse, which is paid for out of the SDA budget.
5Y82-83, the estimated
cost of the state warehouse
was 25¢ per case per month.
addition, the state charges the school districts a flat rate of 50¢ per child per year.

For
In

Pickup of the commodity foods from the warehouse is the responsibility
of the
recipient agencies.
Most of the schools pick up their food themselves.
Schools can also
arrange with a commercial
carrier for delivery.
Each SFA has a pickup date each month.

--

--

The state currently
has no state-initiated
processing
agreements.
Until the
advent o[ NCP, the state had up to 30 agreements
for processing of bonus foods. Since
NCP also involves bonus foods, the state decided to phase out their state agreements as
of September
1, 198% to avoid overlap.
Fewer than l0 SFAs have individual processing
contracts.
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VERMONT

--

_

The Food Distribution
Program (FDP) in Vermont is lodged in the Purchasing
Division of the State Administration
Agency.
[n Vermont the FDP distributes food to
school districts,
charitable
institutions,
state correctional
institutions,
summer
food
programs for children, day care centers participating
in the CCFP, summer camps, and
nutrition programs for the elderly.
The program for needy families is administered
by
five CAP agencies.
The Purchasing Division orders commodities for the CAP agencies.
The CAP agencies
are responsible
for distributing
the commodities
to needy families.
The FDP in Vermont is relatively
small--488 participating
institutions
(of which 353 are
school districts).

--

The state receives
truck deliveries
at Williston, Vermont
and receives
rail
deliveries at Essex Junction, Vermont (the towns are adjacent to one another).
The state
receives an average of four to five deliveries
per month, but deliveries are more frequent
in the August-October
period.
Commodities
(frozen and dry) delivered
to Vermont are
stored in a commercial
warehouse in Williston until delivered to the SFAs or picked up by
the SFAs.
The warehouse
storage and in/out fees are billed directly to the SFAs on a
per-case basis).
The state coordinates
the bidding process for warehouse
facilities
each
year, but is otherwise
not directly
involved.
Current storage and handling charges are
81_ per case for dry foods and $1.14 per case for frozen foods. Schools can either pay
when they pick up their food or be billed.

--

School districts
must arrange for their own pickup and delivery.
They can
either come to the warehouse for pickup or have the food delivered.
Institutions
have
the same options.
About 40 percent
of the 57 SFAs pick up the commodities
at the
Williston warehouse
in their own vehicles.
The other 60 percent
make their own
arrangements
with commercial
carriers.
The state negotiates
a contract
with a private
trucking line and uses ICC rates to set charges.

_

_

There are no processing
contracts
in Vermont, primarily because of the state's
small size. All processors are out of state, and it is the state policy to keep the work
within-state.
Individual SFAs are too small to contract
with processors (school size
averages 50-150 children).
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VIRGINIA

--

_

--

--

_

--

--

The State Distributing
Agency (SDA) for USDA-donated commodities
in the
State of Virginia is located in the Food Nutrition Services Division of Markets of the
State Department of Agriculture.
Food distribution
for all programs is administered by
the office.
For the most part, coordination
with programs receiving donated goods
involves no more than the provision of participation
and eligibility
data by these programs to the SDA. This kind of information
is provided by: the State Office on Aging
for Nutrition
Programs
for the Elderly_ the State Department
of Corrections
for
Correctional
Institution
Programs;
and the NSLP Office
of the State Department
of
Education.
The food distribution
program
in Virginia
has changed significantly
in the last
two years. Two years ago, most commodities delivered to the state were picked up at
railsiding
by school districts.
A pilot distribution
system using a commercial
distributor
was being tested in central Virginia.
Now, in most areas of the state, storage and
delivery is handled by commercial distributors.
Commodities are delivered to commercial warehouses in 3ohnson City, Tennessee, Buena Vista, Cambridge, Culpeper, Richmond and Pocomoke City. [n addition, commodities are delivered to Manassas for railcar or tailgate pickup, to Richmond for pickup
by the Richmond and Petersburg
SFAs, and to Hampton and Norfolk for pickup by five
school districts in the region.
State contracts
with commercial
distributors
specify rates for delivery every
second week and storage
up to two months.
Currently
rates range from $0.9S/case
to
$l.33/case.
If the SFA requires weekly deliveries,
the cost ranges from $l.18/case
to
$1.59/case.
If the SFA chooses to pick up commodities
at the warehouse,
the cost is
approximately $.34/case.
These costs cover only storage and delivery
costs; state administrative
costs are
covered by a state appropriation.
In addition, for commodities delivered to schools, the
SDA received permission from USDA to use SAE funds to subsidize a portion of storage
(not transportation)
expense.
This subsidy amounts to $.50/case,
so that the range of
costs to school districts
is acutally $0.4$/case--$0.S3/case.

--

Processing arrangements
have changed very little in the two years. All processing contracts are initiated by the state, although they do not discourage school districts
from setting up individual contracts,
if they wish to do so. The state has not dropped any
contracts
because of NCP, although the SDA has stipulated
that processors cannot sell
the same product under NCP and under a state contract.

'"

The Virginia SDA has about 40 processing
agreements
in effect covering poultry, Section 416, and bonus commodity items. These items are generally shipped directly
to processors and then distributed
to SFAs, either by the processor or through a distributot. The only time that commodities
for processing are not directly shipped by the SDA
is when shipments are very small or when a district decides after receipt of the
commodity to have it processed.
However, these items are still processed under SDA
arrangements.

_
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WASHINGTON

--

--

--

_

--

--

_

--

The National School Lunch Food Distribution
Program in Washington is located
in the office of the Superintendent of Public Instruction, part of the School Food Services
Division.
The School Food Services Division handles all school nutrition programs,
including the National School Lunch Program,
School Breakfast
Program and Nutrition
Education Training programs.
Only the NSLP Food Distribution
Program [s handled by
the School Food Services Division. All other food distribution
programs are administered
by the Donable Food Division of Office of General Administration.
This latter division,
located in Seattle,
is run separately
from the NSLP Food Distribution
Program,
which is
run out of Olympia.
The two divisions do not coordinate
in any way. Ali ordering, storage and delivery are handled separately.
Donated
foods are sent directly
to the warehouse
facilities
in Seattle
and
Spokane. The state has contracts with four commercial warehouses, two in each city
(one for dry foods, and one for refrigerated
or frozen foods). A greater amount of commodities is sent to Spokane since that region is larger. The SDA sends food to school districts eight times per year. The SDA arranges
for delivery, the school districts are billed
for transportation
and warehouse expenses.
The school districts are billed 25_ per cwt of
foods delivered.
The money received from school districts
is placed into a revolving fund
from which transportation
and warehouse
bills are paid. Tariff ceilings for carriers
are
set by the state, and the warehouses select the carriers by comparing tariffs proposed by
the carriers.
Deliveries
from dry and freezer
storage
are handled separately.
Thus, if one
shipment to a school district contains both dry and freezer products,
the school district
will receive
two deliveries.
The SDA uses five or six different
delivery
services,
depending on the area to which the foods are going to be delivered.
The carriers
deliver
to around 120 drop points, which typically are school districts.
The state has never been involved in any processing agreements,
because of a
shortage of SDA staff and a lack of interest on the part of the School Food Services Division. School districts
are free to develop their own agreements.
[t is estimated
that 20
to 25 such agreements
will be active by the end of the current school year.
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WEST VIRGINIA

--

_

--

-

--

In West Virginia the State Distributing
Agency is the Donated Foods Program,
located in the Division of Economic Services within the West Virginia Department
of
Welfare.
The National School Lunch Program is located in the Department of Education.
Coordination
between the Donated Foods Program and the State Department
of
E.ducation (SDE) appears to be minimal.
The SDE advises the distribution
agency on the
acceptability of new foods when they are offered, and provides data on schools once a
year. Both agencies monitor SFA programs.
Deliveries of donated foods to the State are made by truck and railcar to one
large warehouse (with a railcar siding), which is located in Charleston
and leased by the
state.
The state owns and maintains
l I refrigerated
trucks which are used to transport
commodities
to one delivery point in each county.
Six counties pick up their own cornmodities from the Charleston warehouse.
Some county delivery points have warehouse
and storage space. Others do not, so that school districts and other eligible recipients
must pick up their commodities
at once. AIl sorts of vehicles, including school buses, are
used by schools for commodity
pickup. Schools receive 24 hours notice of delivery.
One-quarter
of the SFAs pick up their own food. These schools are charged
[0
percent of the USDA value of the foods for storage and handling.
For the remaining
75
percent of the schools to which the state delivers the food, the school district is charged
15 percent of the USDA value of the foods delivered.
Schools are billed with each
delivery.
The delivery invoice is the billing invoice for the schools.
West Virginia

has no contracts

for processing

level.
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WISCONSIN

--

--

--

--

_

--

_

The Food Distribution
Program
is located in the State Department
of Public
Instruction which also administers the NSLP. Commodities are distributed to 830 school
systems and to approximately
800 other eligible institutions
and programs.
The state leases seven warehouses in four cities, corresponding
to regions of the
state: Madison (1); [fan Claire (1); Green Bay (2); and Milwaukee (3--one solely for the
Milwaukee Public Schools). The state arranges with contracted carriers for delivery of
commodities
to all agencies.
Deliveries are made to a central point, not to individual
schools or institutions.
So, for example, only one delivery is made to the Madison Public
Schools; it is then the school system's responsibility
to distribute
the food to individual
schools in the system.
School systems may elect to pick up commodities
from warehouses if they wish. A flat fee is charged for storage and delivery which covers storage,
in-and-out
costs, trucker costs and tailgate
delivery, as well as an administrative
fee.
The total cost is determined
and a per pound cost is calculated
and billed to SFAs.
Currently,
the charges are $.03/lb. if the warehouse
delivers and $.02/lb.
if the SFA
elects to pick up commodities at the warehouse.
Distributions are made monthly and the
allocation and receipt notices which accompany the delivery is also the SFA bill.
In previous years the SDA negotiated
approximately
ten statewide
processing
contracts,
mostly for dairy and other bonus commodities.
As of July 1, 1984 the state no
longer engages in such contracts)
since it would only duplicate NCP efforts.
School districts have the right to enter into "recipient agency contracts"
with processors.
Approximately six large school systems do so) particularly
for the processing
and/or repackaging
of meats and poultry.
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WYOMING

--

_

_

--

--

_

_

--

--

The Food Distribution
Program and the NSLP are both run by the Fiscal Services Unit of the Department of Education.
Although the FDP and NSLP are organizationally separate sections of the Fiscal Services Unit with separate budgets, many people
split their time between both programs.
The FDP in Wyoming is quite small: 49 school districts (98 drop points, since
many districts have multiple locations for delivery of commodities);
16 charitable
institutions;
28 day care centers;
25 summer camps; and 21 nutrition
programs
for the
elderly.
The FDP is administered
in the state by the Denver Regional Office Commodity
Distribution
to Needy Families and Commodity
Supplemental
Feeding Programs do not
operate in Wyoming. With the exception of these programs, all functions associated with
commodity
distribution
to participating
programs are performed
by FDP/NSLP staff in
the Department
of Education.
The FDP/NSLP
staff deals directly
with all outlets
receiving donated commodities.
Most USDA commodities
come into the state by truck.
Wyoming does not have
any storage capacity (either dry or cold). As a result, all commodities
must be shipped to
SFAs at the time of delivery from USDA. The lack of storage facilities is further complicated by the fact that Wyoming does not have its own trucks for delivery to SFAs.
Receipt of commodities
and shipment to SFAs must be coordinated
with two contractors: Weinricks' Frozen Food Locker for receipt and Salt Creek Transportation
Co. for
shipment.
On rare occasions,
the state has had to refuse commodities
because it could
not coordinate
the receipt of the commodities
and their immediate shipment to the SFAs
on short notice.
While deliveries
by truck are more predictable,
truck shipments
by
USDA are more of a problem than rail shipments since railroad cars can sit at the siding
until they are unloaded and shipped out (the state incurs extra costs in such cases).
All
commodities
are received at Casper, Wyoming.
The state contracts
with Weinricks
Frozen Food Lockers in Casper to handle the check-in quality control.
Weinricks' staff
inspects the commodities
for damage_ if commodities
are damaged but still usable, they
are delivered to the Casper School District for quick use. Commodities
that are not salvageable are destroyed.
The SDA assumes responsibility
for the delivery of commodities
to SFAs and
other participating
institutions.
Delivery is performed under contract
to the state by
Salt Creek Transportation
Co. SDA charges SFAs a fee for delivery.
This fee is currently 12 percent of USDA's valuation of the commodities.
The fee varies according to the
costs incurred by the state and has been as high as 20 percent.
Delivery costshave been high in Wyoming because of the inherent inefficiency
of their system.
Because commodities
must be delivered when received,
there are multiple shipments of small quantities
to the SFAs. Wyoming has considered
acquiring warehouse facilities
to rationalize
the delivery process by making a single monthly delivery to
each SFA, but rejected the plan after surveying school districts.

_
districts
districts

The state has two statewide processing contracts for pizza.
buy frozen pizza under this contract--most
make their own.
are too small to set up their own processing contracts.
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